COMMERCIAL • CHANNELS

All fixtures are made to order

ECOM - Eight Commercial T8 - Spec 23
Premium Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent low profile strip fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

COM1 - Commercial One Lamp - Spec 25
Premium Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Available in lengths from 6 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

COM2 - Commercial Two Lamp - Spec 27
Premium Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Available in lengths from 15 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

COM4 - Commercial Four Lamp - Spec 29
Premium Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

MCOM1 - Magic Commercial One Lamp - Spec 31
Strip Fixture - fluorescent strip fixture for use in indoor applications where low cost is a primary consideration. Available in lengths from 18 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

(SL115PH120, S115120, SL120PH120, SL120120, SL130120, SL140120, SL196120, SL159120)

MCOM2 - Magic Commercial Two Lamp - Spec 33
Strip Fixture - fluorescent strip fixture for use in indoor applications where low cost is a primary consideration. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

(SL220120, SL240ES120, SL232U120/277, SL296ES120, SL259EB120, SL259EB277)

FCOM - Five Commercial T5 - Spec 35
T5 Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lengths from 22 to 60 inches. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp crossections.

FCOML - Five Commercial T5 Low Profile - Spec 37
T5 Low Profile Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent low profile strip fixture. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lengths from 22 to 60 inches. Available in full "imperial lengths" or in "lamp lengths". Comes in 1 or 2 lamp crossections.

BCOM - Biax Commercial - Spec 39
Biax Compact Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but commercial grade ruggedness is required. Available in lengths from 6 to 24 inches.

SM - Side Mount - Spec 41
Premium Side Mount Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, side mounted fluorescent strip fixtures. For use in indoor applications with restricted space, requiring open lamps where shallow design, high performance, commercial grade ruggedness and ease of installation are required. Available in lengths from 15 to 96 inches. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp crossections.

All Products UL Listed
Satisfaction Guaranteed!
All fixtures are made to order

**MSM - Magic Side Mount** - Spec 43
Side Mount Strip Fixture - Side mounted fluorescent strip fixture for use in indoor applications with restricted space, requiring open lamps where shallow design, high performance, commercial grade ruggedness and ease of installation are required. Available in lengths from 18 to 48 inches. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp cross sections.

**FSM - Five Side Mount** - Spec 45
T5 Side Mount Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, side mounted fluorescent strip fixtures. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lengths from 22 to 60 inches. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp cross sections.

**STAG - Staggered** - Spec 47
Premium Staggered Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications, such as coves, where continuous uniform row lighting without "socket end" dark spots is desired. Available in nominal lengths from 18 to 96 inches.

**MSTAG - Magic Staggered** - Spec 49
Staggered Strip Fixture - Fluorescent strip fixture for use in indoor applications, such as coves, where continuous uniform row lighting without "socket end" dark spots is desired. Uses two disjointed connected housings to achieve staggered effect. Available in nominal lengths from 18 to 96 inches.

**FSTAG - Five Staggered** - Spec 51
Premium Staggered Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent strip fixture. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in indoor applications, such as coves, where continuous uniform row lighting without "socket end" dark spots is desired. Ideal for display cabinets and store fixtures where compact design and high performance is required. Available in nominal lengths from 2' to 8'.

**MS - Mini-Strip** - Spec 53
Showcase Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent low profile strip fixture for use with remote ballast. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lamp lengths from 18 to 96 inches.

**FMS - Five Mini-Strip** - Spec 55
T5 Showcase Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent low profile strip fixture for use with remote ballast. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lamp lengths from 6 to 56 inches.

**POR - Portable** - Spec 57
Portable Fixture - Cord connected lighting fixture for non permanent installation applications. Conversion of most non recessed product series types into portable fixtures. Primarily for indoor applications.

**WP - Weatherproof Commercial** - Spec 59
Weatherproof Strip Fixture - Specification grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths.

**BSTAG - Biax Staggered** - Spec 61
Biax Staggered Strip Fixture - Mid level, specification grade, articulating, fluorescent strip fixture. Designed for indirect lighting. For use in indoor applications, such as coves, where continuous uniform row lighting without "socket end" dark spots is desired. The staggered lamps prevent dark spots or shadows which appear at the socket ends between conventional row mounted strip fixtures. Ideal for circular coves or coves with curves. Socket bar flips up for easy installation.
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EIND - Eight Industrial - Spec 63
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, fluorescent low profile industrial fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

FIND - Five Industrial - Spec 65
T5 Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in indoor applications, such as display cabinets, where compact design, high performance and ease of installation are required. Available in lamp lengths from 22 to 60 inches. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp crossovers.

IND1 - Industrial One Lamp - Spec 67
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Available in lengths from 15 to 96 inches. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

IND2 - Industrial Two Lamp - Spec 69
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Available in lengths from 18 to 96 inches. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting. (ICC296HO120, ICC296HO277, ICC296VH120)

IND4 - Industrial Four Lamp - Spec 71
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches. Socket bar flips up for easy installation. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

MIND - Magic Industrial - Spec 73
Industrial Luminaire - Fluorescent industrial fixture for use in indoor applications where low cost, but industrial grade ruggedness is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting. (ICC240120, ICC240120 0°, ICC232EB120, ICC296120, ICC296277, ICC296EB120)

TUR - Turret - Spec 75
Industrial Turret Luminaire - Specification grade, heavy duty industrial type fixture suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. For use in indoor applications where industrial ruggedness and high efficiency are primary considerations. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths.

INDUSTRIAL • ENCLOSED AND GASKETED

V - Vapour - Spec 77
Vapour Proof Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent enclosed and gasketed fixture. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths. (VP296HO120, VP248HO120)

VMCOM - Vapour MCOM - Spec 79
Vapour Proof Luminaire - Fluorescent enclosed and gasketed fixture for use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths. (VP240120, VPT240120°, VP232EB120)

VHL - Vapour Hazardous Locations - Spec 81
Vapour Proof Hazardous Location Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent enclosed and gasketed fixture. For use in hazardous locations. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths.
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**SV - Sentry Vapour** - Spec 93
Vapour Proof Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent enclosed and gasketed fixture. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 2, 4 and 8 foot lengths.

**PGL - Prism Garage Lighter** - Spec 85
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Mid Grade, vandal resistant, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Low ceiling application uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. For use in both indoor and outdoor covered applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Ideal for parkades. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**VG - Vanguard** - Spec 87
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Mid Grade, vandal resistant, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**EYB - Eye Brow** - Spec 89
Facade/Billboard Luminaire - Specification grade, fluorescent weather resistant facade/billboard fixture. For use in outdoor applications. Available in 4, 6 and 8 foot lengths.

---

**INDUSTRIAL • HI-BAY**

**FHBL - Fluorescent High Bay Linear** - Spec 91
T5 Industrial Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. Lighting distribution and energy efficiency makes this luminaire ideal as an HID substitute. Fluorescent lamps offer instant warm up and restrike as well as maintained lumen output. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**FHBA - Fluorescent High Bay Type A** - Spec 93
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, suspended mount, high performance, luminaire. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Lighting distribution makes this luminaire ideal as an HID retrofit or replacement. Fluorescent lamps offer instant warm up and restrike as well as maintained lumen output. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. Cutoff reflector design provides a more uniform, wider area lighting distribution, but with a substantial uplight component. Mounts and installs easily with hook and cord. High ceiling application.

**FHBS - Fluorescent High Bay Star** - Spec 95
Premium Industrial Luminaire - Mid Grade, suspended mount, high performance, luminaire. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Lighting distribution makes this luminaire ideal as an HID retrofit or replacement. Fluorescent lamps offer instant warm up and restrike as well as maintained lumen output. Uses high efficiency fluorescent T5 technology. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector. Uplight component available. Mounts and installs easily with hook and cord. Fixture pivots for easy group relamping. High ceiling application.

**FALL - Fluorescent Aisle Lighter Linear** - Spec 97
T5 Industrial Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. Ideal for high ceiling, narrow aisle warehouses. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Lighting distribution makes this luminaire ideal as an HID retrofit or replacement. Fluorescent lamps offer instant warm up and restrike as well as maintained lumen output.

---

**INDUSTRIAL • SPRAYBOOTH**

**SB - Spray Booth** - Spec 99
Spray Booth Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent, special application industrial fixture. For use in hazardous locations. Luminaire mounts onto glass window and remains outside of hazardous area. Compatible with most major brands of industrial paint booths.
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**SBR - Spray Booth Recessed** - Spec 101

*Spray Booth Luminaire* - Premium grade, fluorescent, special application industrial fixture. Inside access spray booth. For use in hazardous locations.

---

**SURFACE • CORNER**

**CL - Corner Light** - Spec 103

*Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Surface mounted ceiling luminaire for use in indoor applications where low cost, but commercial grade ruggedness is required. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

---

**SURFACE • LENSED**

**MAYS - Mayfair Surface** - Spec 105

*Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Economy grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in indoor applications where low cost, but commercial grade ruggedness is required. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**MMAYS - Magic Mayfair** - Spec 107

*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', 1'x4', and 4'x4' configurations.

**GYM - Gymnasium** - Spec 109

*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in high abuse indoor applications. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**G - Guardlight** - Spec 111

Surface tool required to remove lighting diffuser. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**SQ - Squash Court** - Spec 113

*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in indoor applications. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (65%) VF-1 reflector.

**WW - Wall Wash** - Spec 115

*Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mount wall wash luminaire. For use in indoor applications, such as institutions and retail stores, where wall mounted displays or visual information boards, require external illumination. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches.

---

**SURFACE • PARABOLIC/BAFFLE**

**DCMAYS - Deep Cell Mayfair Surface** - Spec 117

*Surface Ceiling Mount Deep Cell Parabolic Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted, high performance, deep cell parabolic luminaire designed for maximum efficiency and visual comfort. Black reveal optional. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations. Available with various lamp and parabolic cell configurations. For use in indoor applications.

---
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SURFACE • UNDERCABINET/TASK

**LUC - Low Profile Under Cabinet** - Spec 119
*Surface Low Profile Under Cabinet Luminaire* - Mid Grade, under cabinet task light. For use in indoor applications.

**MUC - Magic Under Cabinet** - Spec 121
Premium grade, under cabinet task light. Uses high efficiency T5 technology.

**TL - Tasklight** - Spec 123
*Portable Surface Task Luminaire* - Premium grade, under cabinet task light. For use in quality office furniture as task light in areas where low glare, high performance and ease of installation are primary considerations.

**UC - Under Cabinet** - Spec 125
*Surface Under Cabinet Luminaire* - Mid Grade, under cabinet task light. For use in indoor applications.

SURFACE • WALL BRACKETS

**AMB - Ambassador** - Spec 127
*Surface Wall Mount Luminaire* - Mid Grade, wall mounted vanity light. For use in indoor applications.

**ATL - Atlas** - Spec 129
*Surface Wall Mount Luminaire* - Mid Grade, wall mounted vanity light. For use in indoor applications. Available in lengths from 18 to 48 inches

**CAD - Cadillac** - Spec 131
*Surface Ceiling/Wall Mount Luminaire* - Mid Grade, narrow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications.

**MCAD - Magic Cadillac** - Spec 133
Surface Ceiling/Wall Mount Luminaire - Narrow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Mischief resistant. Tool required to remove lighting diffuser. For use in indoor applications.

**CEL - Celebrity** - Spec 135
*Surface Wall Mount Valence Luminaire* - Specification grade, wall mounted valence luminaire. Designed as a bedlight for hospitals, nursing homes and other patient care facilities. Designed as a valence light for restrooms in public, institutional and sports facilities.

**CAV - Cavalier** - Spec 137
*Surface Wall Mount Valence Luminaire* - Mid Grade, wall mounted valence luminaire. For use in indoor applications. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**HCAV - Hospital Cavalier** - Spec 139
*Surface Wall Mount Valence Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, wall mounted valence luminaire. Designed as a bedlight for hospitals, nursing homes and other patient care facilities. Internal baffle separates uplight and downlight components.

---
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**HVW - Hospital Valence Light** - Spec 141  
*Surface Ceiling/Wall Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, wall mounted valence luminaire. Designed as a bedside for hospitals, nursing homes and other patient care facilities. Internal baffle separates uplight and downlight components.

**VW - Valance Wall Light** - Spec 143  
*Surface Wall Mount Valence Luminaire* - Mid grade, wall mounted valence luminaire. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Comes in 1 or 2 lamp crosssections.

**WPRE - Wall Prestige** - Spec 145  
*Surface Wall Mount Valence Luminaire* - Mid level, designer, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Regressed housing provides a floating appearance. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths.

### SURFACE • WRAP

**DIP - Diplomat** - Spec 147  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire for use in indoor applications where low cost is a primary consideration.

**MDIP - Magic Diplomat** - Spec 149  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Slim, surface mounted wraparound luminaire for use in indoor applications where low cost is a primary consideration.

**SDIP - Shallow Diplomat** - Spec 151  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Economy grade, slim, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Mischief resistant. Tool required to remove lighting diffuser. (Two lamp units only) For use in indoor applications where low cost is a primary consideration.

**NE - Neutron** - Spec 153  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Mid Grade, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. For use in indoor applications where low glare and ease of installation are required. Seek modern styling.

**MNE - Magic Neutron** - Spec 155  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Comes with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.  
(TCN217120, TCN220120, TCN240ES120, TCN232120, TCN232277, TCL440ES120, TCL440ES277, TCL432EB120, TCL432EB277).

**NED - Neutron Deep** - Spec 157  
*Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Specification grade, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Comes with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**UNI - Uniltron** - Spec 159  
*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire* - Specification grade, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. Suitable for pendant mounting. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required.

**HAL - Hall-Light** - Spec 161  
*Surface Ceiling/Wall Mount Luminaire* - Mid Grade, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. Mischief resistant. Tool required to remove lighting diffuser. Available in lengths from 18 to 96 inches. For use in indoor applications.
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**TRA - Transit - Spec 163**
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Specification grade, vandal resistant, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Removable ends. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**TRB - Transit B - Spec 165**
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Specification grade, vandal resistant, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Welded ends. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**PRE - Prestige - Spec 167**
Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire - Premium grade, designer, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Regressed housing provides a floating appearance. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**MPRE - Magic Prestige - Spec 169**
Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire - Mid level, designer, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Regressed housing provides a floating appearance. Sleek modern styling. Designer co-ordinated end caps integrates with other lighting components. Available in 2'x2', 1 1/2'x4', 2'x4', 1'x4' and 3'x4' configurations. (WPC240120, WPC440120, WPC232120, WPC432120)

**TRI - Trillium - Spec 171**
Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire - Premium grade, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Regressed housing provides a floating appearance. Sleek modern styling. Designer co-ordinated end caps integrates with other lighting components. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', 1'x4' and 3'x4' configurations.

**VAL - Valentine - Spec 173**
Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire - Premium grade, designer, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in indoor applications where aesthetics and quality are important. Regressed housing provides a floating appearance. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', 1'x4' and 4'x4' configurations.

**BF - Bigfoot - Spec 175**
Surface Ceiling Mount Wraparound Luminaire - Specification grade, surface mounted wraparound luminaire with low brightness linear sides. Used for indoor retrofit applications where existing luminaires can be replaced with newer energy efficient lamp and ballast combinations while covering existing ceiling lines, unpainted areas and holes from recessed lighting, e.g. pot lights. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

---

**RECESSED • INDIRECT**

**TDCW - Troffer Dish Center Basket - Spec 177**
Recessed Direct/Indirect T-Bar Luminaire - Premium grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in direct/indirect coffered T-bar troffer with modern styling and high visual comfort. Comes with single basket shaped perforated metal shield. Available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high quality and ease of installation are required.

**TDPW - Troffer Dish - Spec 179**
Recessed Direct/Indirect T-Bar Luminaire - Premium grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in direct/indirect coffered T-bar troffer with modern styling and high visual comfort. Comes with dual basket shaped perforated metal shields. Available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high quality and ease of installation are required.

---
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**TDSW** - Troffer Dish Side Basket - Spec 181
*Recessed Direct/Indirect T-Bar Luminaire* - Premium grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in direct/indirect coffered T-bar troffer with modern styling and high visual comfort. Comes with dual basket shaped perforated metal shields. Baskets are located at side of fixture with aesthetic reveal. Available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high quality and ease of installation are required.

**RECESSED • LENSED**

**ERCTB** - Eight Recessed T-Bar - Spec 183
*Recessed Static T-Bar Luminaires* - Recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door for use in applications where low cost, high quality and ease of installation are required. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. Available in 2'x2' and 2'x4' configurations. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector. (TLF2U040HF120, TLF2U040HF277, TLF2U32HF120, TLF2U32HF277, TLF440HF120, TLF440HF277, TLF432HF120, TLF432HF277, TLF332HF120, TLF332HF277, TLF232HF120, TLF232HF277, TLF432HLF120)

**RCTB** - Recesed T-Bar - Spec 185
*Recessed Static T-Bar Luminaire* - Recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire for use in applications where low cost, high quality and ease of installation are required. Available in 2'x'2' and 2'x4' configurations. Metric versions available.

**MRCTB** - Magic Recessed T-Bar - Spec 187
*Recessed Static T-Bar Luminaire* - Mid Grade, recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door. For use in applications where low cost, high quality and ease of installation are required. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations. Metric versions available.

**AHTB** - Air Handling Recessed T-Bar - Spec 189
*Recessed Air Handling T-Bar Luminaire* - Specification grade, recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door and air handling capabilities. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations. For use in indoor applications.

**MAYR** - Mayfair Recessed - Spec 191
*Recessed Drywall Luminaire* - Recessed, flanged drywall luminaire. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4' and 1'x4' configurations. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector. For use in indoor applications.

**MMAYR** - Magic Mayfair Recessed - Spec 193
*Recessed Drywall Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, recessed flanged drywall luminaire with framed door. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector. For use in indoor applications.

**FPTB** - Face Plate T-Bar - Spec 195
*Recessed Face Plate T-Bar Luminaires* - Specification grade, recessed lay-in T-Bar luminaire. For use in 5 foot modular T-Bar ceilings. Static fixtures are standard, however air supply and heat removal functions are available as options. Metric versions available.

**WLTB** - Wet Location T-Bar - Spec 197
*Recessed Wet Location T-Bar Luminaire* - Specification grade, moisture resistant, recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door. For use in indoor applications and for outdoor canopies. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**GYMR** - Gymnasium Recessed - Spec 199
*Recessed Static T-Bar Luminaire* - Mid Grade, recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door. For use in high abuse indoor applications. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**RB** - Racquetball - Spec 201
*Recessed Drywall Luminaire* - Specification grade, recessed flanged luminaire designed specifically for racquetball and similar sports. Fixture and lens surface retains a proper stiffness and strength so that when a ball hits the fixture it remains in play as though it had hit any other playing surface, which is critical in racquetball tournaments. For use in indoor courts. Suitable for precast concrete, drywall or plaster ceilings. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

---
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DCTB - Deep Cell Recessed T-Bar - Spec 203
Recessed Deep Cell Parabolic T-Bar Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in deep cell parabolic T-Bar troffer designed for maximum efficiency and visual comfort. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations. Available with various lamp and parabolic cell configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. Static fixtures are standard, however air supply and heat removal functions are available as options. For use in indoor applications. (TLF2U32P120, TLF2U32P277, TLF332P120, TLF332P277)

VMTB - Visimax T-Bar - Spec 205
Recessed Deep Cell Parabolic T-Bar Luminaire - Specification grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in deep cell parabolic T-Bar troffer designed for maximum efficiency and visual comfort. 4’ Deep precision engineered to eliminate glare. In particular, the optimal positioning of the lamps provides uniform brightness at the glare producing 60-90 degrees zone. Available in 2’x2’ and 2’x4’ configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. Static fixtures are standard, however air supply and heat removal functions are available as options. For use in indoor applications.

DCMAYR - Deep Cell Mayfair Recessed - Spec 207
Recessed Deep Cell Parabolic Drywall Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, recessed drywall luminaire, high performance, deep cell parabolic troffer designed for maximum efficiency and visual comfort. Available in 2’x2’, 2’x4’, and 1’x4’ configurations. Available with various lamp and parabolic cell configurations. For use in indoor applications.

CBTB - Cross Balade T-Bar - Spec 209
Recessed Double Parabolic T-Bar Luminaire - Specification grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in double parabolic louver-reflector T-Bar troffer designed for maximum efficiency and visual impact. Available in 2’x2’ and 2’x4’ configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. Static fixtures are standard, however air supply and heat removal functions are available as options. For use in indoor retail lighting applications for T-bar ceilings, such as convenience stores and fast food outlets, where high efficiency and visual impact are the primary considerations.

DCFP - Deep Cell Face Plate Recessed T-Bar - Spec 211
Recessed Parabolic Face Plate T-Bar Luminaire - Specification grade, recessed, high performance, lay-in deep cell parabolic T-Bar troffer designed for maximum efficiency and visual comfort. For use in 5 foot modular T-Bar ceilings. Available with various lamp and parabolic cell configurations. Shallow design accommodates mounting into low ceiling plenums. Static fixtures are standard, however air supply and heat removal functions are available as options. Metric versions available.

MEZR - Mezuzah Recessed - Spec 213
Recessed Direct/Indirect T-Bar Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, recessed lay-in T-bar luminaire. For use in indoor applications where continuous linear lighting is desired such as perimeters. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths.

RECESSED • OPEN

CA - Cathedral - Spec 215
Recessed T-Bar Aisle Lighter - Mid Grade, recessed lay-in T-bar luminaire. For use in indoor retail aisle lighting applications for T-bar ceilings, such as in supermarkets, where high efficiency and low glare are the primary considerations. Available in 4, 6 and 8 foot lengths. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting. Luminaire is mounted perpendicular to aisle to permit flexible aisle configuration while maintaining lighting performance.

PENDANT • LINEAR

DOV - Demi Ovale Bi-Directional - Spec 217
Pendant Indirect/Bi-directional - Specification grade, suspended mount, high performance, architectural luminaire. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required.
All fixtures are made to order

**ETU** - *Et Uplight* - Spec 219
Pendant Indirect - Specification grade, suspended mount, high performance, architectural luminaire. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required.

**LMEZ** - *Linear Mezuzah* - Spec 221
Pendant Direct/Bi-directional - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent modular linear lighting luminaire. For use in indoor applications where continuous linear lighting is desired such as perimeters. Suitable for surface, suspended or wall mounting in continuous rows provides a continuous uninterrupted trough. Uplight component available. Internal baffle separates uplight and downlight components. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches.

**MEZ** - *Mezuzah* - Spec 223
Pendant Direct/Bi-directional - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent modular linear lighting luminaire. For use in indoor applications where continuous linear lighting is desired such as perimeters. Suitable for surface, suspended or wall mounting individually or in continuous rows. Uplight component available. Internal baffle separates uplight and downlight components. Available in lengths from 24 to 96 inches.

**VEC** - *Vector* - Spec 225
Pendant Indirect/Bi-directional - Mid level, specification grade, suspended mount, high performance, architectural luminaire. For use in indoor applications where low glare, high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required.

---

**BB** - *Ballast Box* - Spec 227
Ballast Enclosure - Metal enclosures for remote mounting ballasts.

**BLB** - *Back Light Box* - Spec 229
Back Lit Box - Back lit boxes, single and double sided, available in a multitude of shapes, colours, sizes, light sources, trims, faces, grades and types of finishes. May be used as a component in other systems such as signs or menu boards (suitability and approvals up to user, not included.) Custom shapes and applications are available, for both indoor and outdoor environments.

**CHA** - *Channel Light* - Spec 231
Incandescent Premium Strip Fixture - Mid Grade, incandescent strip fixture. For use in indoor applications and protected outdoor applications where low costs but commercial grade ruggedness is required. Countless applications. Available in a variety of custom crosssections and lamp spacings. Optional multi-circuit wiring for use with chasers. Available in lengths from 6 to 96 inches. Converts to raceway for continuous row mounting.

**FK** - *Flange Kit* - Spec 233
Recessed Drywall Flange Kit - Mid level, specification grade, Quick and easy installation. Metal adapter to convert any T-Bar luminaire into a drywall flanged luminaire. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**SAF** - *Superseal Alpha Flanged* - Spec 235
Recessed Premium Flanged Cleanroom Luminaire - Specification grade, recessed flanged luminaire, for use in Class 100 cleanroom. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**VF** - *Visi-Flector* - Spec 237
Reflector Kits - Specification grade, specular reflector retrofit kits. For use in indoor applications where energy savings are desired through the reduction of the number of lamps used per luminaire. A complete line of kits are available for a wide range of luminaire types.

---

All Products UL Listed
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All fixtures are made to order

**WBB - Weatherproof Ballast Box - Spec 239**

*Weatherproof Ballast Enclosure* - Specification grade, sealed and gasketed metal enclosure for remote mounting ballasts. Designed to enclose electrical or electronic equipment and protect against harsh, industrial environments. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications.

---

**SPORTS**

**G - Guardlight - Spec 111**

*Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Surface mounted ceiling luminaire for use in high abuse indoor applications. Mischief resistant. Tool required to remove lighting diffuser. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. Available in high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**GYM - Gymnasium - Spec 109**

*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in high abuse indoor applications. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**GYMR - Gymnasium Recessed - Spec 199**

*Recessed Static T-Bar Luminaire* - Mid grade, recessed, lay-in T-Bar luminaire with framed door. For use in high abuse indoor applications. Available in 2'x2', 2'x4', and 1'x4' configurations.

**FHBL - Fluorescent High Bay Linear - Spec 91**

*TS Industrial Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent industrial fixture. Lighting distribution makes this luminaire ideal as an HID retrofit or replacement. Fluorescent lamps offer instant warm up and restrike as well as maintained lumen output. For use in indoor applications where high efficiency, high performance and ease of installation are required. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**RB - Racquetball - Spec 201**

*Recessed Drywall Luminaire* - Specification grade, recessed flanged luminaire designed specifically for racquetball and similar sports. Fixture and lens surface retains a proper stiffness and strength so that when a ball hits the fixture it remains in play as though it had hit any other playing surface, which is critical in racquetball tournaments. For use in indoor courts. Suitable for precast concrete, drywall or plaster ceilings. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**SQ - Squash Court - Spec 113**

*Premium Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Mid level, specification grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in indoor applications. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. High ceiling application. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

**TUR - Turret - Spec 75**

*Industrial Turret Luminaire* - Specification grade, Heavy duty industrial type fixture suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. For use in indoor applications where industrial ruggedness and high efficiency are primary considerations. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths.

---

**SECURITY**

**G - Guardlight - Spec 111**

*Surface Ceiling Mount Luminaire* - Economy grade, surface mounted ceiling luminaire. For use in high abuse indoor applications. Mischief resistant. Tool required to remove lighting diffuser. Suitable for surface or suspended mounting individually or in continuous rows. Available with high reflectance (95%) VF-1 reflector.

---

All Products UL Listed
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MEETS OR EXCEEDS NATIONAL ENERGY CODES
All fixtures are made to order

**PGL - Prism Garage Lighter** - Spec 85
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Mid Grade, vandal resistant, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Low ceiling application. For use in both indoor and outdoor covered applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Ideal for parkades. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**TRA - Transit** - Spec 163
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Specification grade, vandal resistant, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Removable ends. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**TRB - Transit B** - Spec 165
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Specification grade, vandal resistant, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Welded ends. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2, 3 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**VG - Vanguard** - Spec 87
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Mid Grade, vandal resistant, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. For use in high abuse indoor and outdoor canopy applications where security is the primary consideration. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

---

**OUTDOOR/CANOPY**

**EYB - Eye Brow** - Spec 89
Facade/Billboard Luminaire - Specification grade, fluorescent weather resistant facade/billboard fixture. For use in outdoor applications. Available in 4, 6 and 8 foot lengths.

**PGL - Prism Garage Lighter** - Spec 87
Vandal Resistant Wraparound Luminaire - Mid Grade, vandal resistant, shallow, surface mounted wraparound luminaire. Low ceiling application. For use in both indoor and outdoor covered applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Ideal for parkades. Available in 2 and 4 foot lengths. Mounts over electrical junction box.

**V - Vapour** - Spec 77
Vapour Proof Luminaire - Mid level, specification grade, fluorescent enclosed and gasketed fixture. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths. (VP296HO120, VP248HO120)

**WBB - Weatherproof Ballast Box** - Spec 239
Weatherproof Ballast Enclosure - Specification grade, sealed and gasketed metal enclosure for remote mounting ballasts. Designed to enclose electrical or electronic equipment and protect against harsh, industrial environments. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications.

**WP - Weatherproof Commercial** - Spec 59
Weatherproof Strip Fixture - Specification grade, fluorescent strip fixture. For use in both indoor and outdoor applications where dust and moisture resistance is required. Available in 4 and 8 foot lengths.